CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

The final chapter of the study contains two parts. The first part is called conclusion, in which all the main points that have been discussed in the previous chapters are briefly presented. The second part is suggestions to people who deal with the analysis on English diphthongs.

A. Conclusion

The error analysis on English diphthongs should be based on the analysis of diphthongs mispronounced by debate participants posted in youtube especially in North Aceh.

This research found most error in diphthong based on its occurrence are located in diphthong, [ei], [əʊ], and [ai]. All of speakers of english debate competition in Al azhar thaha account youtube mispronounced 112 of 254 diphthong [ei], 76 of 129 diphthong [əʊ], and 60 of 164 diphthong [ai]. From the analysis found three factors causes mispronounced by debate participants, there are: misimitating, mispronouncing caused by cultural sound adjustification and dialect.

B. Suggestions

This part covers the writer’s suggestions to the next researcher. The writer realizes that the study is not quite perfect because the writer only analyze the error analysis on English diphthongs pronounced by Indonesian students in English debate competition posted in Youtube. This research need
developments. Thus, the writer suggest to the next researcher to conduct direct observations or interview to speakers as debate participants to get more deep understand about the factors caused the diphthong mispronunciation.